
SSE Energy-as-a-Service

Energy in transition –  
A world of opportunity

Your partner to zero carbon



Energy-as-a-Service provides local authorities with a cash 
injection that affords SSE operational responsibility for 
existing assets and ownership of revenues associated with 
the services they provide whilst leaving long-term asset 
ownership with the authority.

Delivering value through  
SSE Enhance
SSE Enhance is an innovative platform that enables large energy users in the public and private 

sectors such as process industries, manufacturing, local authorities and facilities management to 

generate income from their assets. Forming the basis of our new Energy as a Service proposition, SSE 

Enhance supports clients in their drive to Net Zero whilst unlocking the financial benefits of existing 

assets.

SSE Enhance helps customers profit from low carbon energy assets and accelerate their journey to 

Net Zero carbon emissions. It comprises:

⦿ SSE Enhance Energy will enable customers to be paid for reducing their electricity demand 

during peak periods or increasing the power output of assets such as combined heat and power 

units and energy storage. In addition, output of intermittent generation such as solar and wind 

can be blended with energy storage or load to provide a more certain level of generation export 

and hence improve its value. This is all supported by the expertise of SSE’s energy trading team.

⦿ SSE Enhance Grid can dynamically manage site power to improve security of supply and power 

quality. It will also enable additional energy assets to be added to a customer’s constrained 

network without the need for further investment by dynamically balancing generation, storage 

and load.

⦿ SSE’s Energy-as-a-Service proposition couples these solutions with either asset adoption or 

asset stewardship (where SSE invests to upgrade a client’s infrastructure and operates them as 

a service). In doing so, SSE’s customers can outsource the risks and complexities of the energy 

markets and the zero carbon transition, releasing much needed finance locked up in their assets.

Energy in transition
The energy market in the UK is going through unprecedented changes, with carbon reduction 

becoming a top priority for many organisations.

The changing carbon attitude 

UK industry is currently experiencing a seismic shift in attitude towards carbon emissions. A topic 

until recently considered more of a regulatory issue, carbon reduction has been propelled to the 

top of corporate agendas. It is now a significant branding and Corporate Social Responsibility issue 

which requires organisations to take radical action to achieve carbon objectives.

The changing energy landscape

To enable zero carbon, the entire energy industry is in transition. Large scale, central coal and gas 

generation is being replaced by smaller renewable generation sets closer to demand. Predictable, 

controllable generation is being replaced by intermittent wind and solar. Networks that channel 

power out from the large central plants through increasingly smaller cables to towns, streets and 

homes are being put under pressure as more generation is connected at their outer edges.

The changing energy economy

A decade ago, when renewable technologies first emerged, subsidies made their deployment an 

easy choice for businesses. Move forward to the current day and subsidies have been removed 

resulting in longer payback periods. Additionally, non-commodity (non-power) energy costs are 

increasing year-on-year and regulations are becoming ever tighter.



ISSUE OPPORTUNITY

The move from controllable coal and gas generation to intermittent wind and 
solar causes a problem for the energy industry in keeping generation and load 
in balance.

This provides a significant opportunity for businesses. SSE can help you earn 
revenue by exploiting your power flexibility to help keep the UK energy system 
in balance.

Regulations with the goal to reduce carbon are putting significant pressure on 
businesses to address energy efficiency. Non-energy costs are also increasing 
in order to accommodate industry change.

With rising energy costs, improvements to energy efficiency can be a significant 
business benefit. SSE can improve energy efficiency with payment based on 
energy savings, not an upfront cost.

Carbon reduction can be achieved through the transition to lower carbon 
technologies. With a myriad of solutions of varying states of technical readiness 
across electricity, transport and heat, adoption can be fraught with risk.

Through investment in and/or active control of energy assets, SSE can 
ensure asset performance is optimised, additional revenue streams enabled, 
and business cases improved. SSE can also provide a green energy tariff or 
renewable power fed directly by private wire or indirectly via PPA and CPPA.

Regulated networks cannot build capacity ahead of demand. This impacts 
a business’ ability to increase its energy footprint, whether this be through 
business expansion or electrification of heat and transport. Network constraints 
may also prohibit the introduction of additional renewable generation. 

Through active control of assets across a site, SSE can minimise such impact. 
SSE can also deploy network infrastructure and/or interim generating plant on 
an ‘as a service’ basis to alleviate bottlenecks.

The proliferation of intermittent renewable generation across the network 
makes it harder for the regulated network operator to ensure security and 
quality of supply.

Through active control of energy assets and deployment of local technologies 
such as renewable generation and power storage, SSE can improve security 
and quality of supply whilst providing revenue generation opportunities.

Non-commodity (energy costs) are continuing to rise and the impact on energy 
costs of future regulation and carbon taxation remain uncertain.

In conjunction with its supply business, SSE can adopt your energy assets 
and provide an energy service where future energy price risk is removed. By 
optimising assets we can improve your energy efficiency through billing based 
on energy savings, not upfront costs.

MANAGING 
INTERMITTENCY

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

CARBON REDUCTION

NETWORK 
CONSTRAINTS

SECURITY AND 
QUALITY OF SUPPLY

ENERGY COSTS

Implications for you and your 
business
Although the landscape is becoming increasingly complex, there are opportunities for organisations 

to take advantage of these changes, and ensure they are at the forefront of carbon reduction whilst 

maintaining return on investment.



ASSET COMMERCIALISATION

Revenue optimisation

Maximising the value of  
energy flexibility

Smart grid

Optimising building site  
and grid power control

ENERGY SYSTEM OPTIMISATIO
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Our approach
Asset planning and investment 

We will assess your strategic needs, objectives and site-specific requirements to understand current 

issues and opportunities and subsequent needs for assets, control and investment. Outcomes will 

range from the identification of control that generates additional revenue streams through to part or 

full acquisition and enhancement of your entire energy estate.

Asset upgrade and/or deployment

We will work in partnership to update existing assets in line with the initial assessment. Opportunities 

include provision of additional power to meet demands of EV and heat electrification and/or reduce 

peak demand and hence grid connection costs and renewable power and storage to reduce your 

carbon emissions.

Asset/site control

We will establish secure control solutions that work harmoniously with any existing schemes. This 

could range from full automation with integration into process and/or building management systems 

to completely decoupled solutions that use a human interface to maximise site security and control.

Asset/site optimisation

We work collaboratively to ensure your site is fully optimised to meet your energy, sustainability and 

financial needs and can evolve over time with your business strategy.

SSE Enhance
Our unique solution combines market-leading capabilities in smart grid and revenue optimisation 

that allow you to optimise your building, site and/or asset base against strategic objectives such as 

revenue generation, cost reduction, carbon reduction, and/or security of supply. These include:

⦿  SSE Enhance Energy has market leading access to the UK’s energy trading and services markets, 

maximising the range of revenue generation opportunities it can exploit 

⦿  SSE Enhance Grid can balance renewable generation and energy storage against load, hence 

optimising local use of renewables and/or ensuring security of supply 

⦿  SSE Enhance Grid can manage network connection capacity hence reducing new connection 

costs for generation and/or load 

⦿  The SSE Enhance platform can manage complex energy requirements including city level whole 

energy systems 

⦿  The SSE Enhance platform puts control in your hands by providing you a portal through which to 

update asset availability to trade in line with changing business priorities 

⦿  The SSE Enhance platform uses algorithms to automatically optimise and manage your assets in 

line with your strategic objectives



SSE Enterprise Energy Solutions is a trading name of TESGL Limited which is part of the SSE Group. The Registered Office of TESGL Limited is Ocean Court Caspian 
Road Atlantic Street Altrincham WA14 5HH. Registered in England & Wales No. 08462158

To begin discussions, contact us today at: SmartCities@sse.com

Our process

DE-BR-007-0221

Engagement

Our expert team will contact you to discuss your requirements, current 
asset base and appetite for asset deployment.

Proposition replacement

We will then create an innovative solution that suits your financial 
needs and appetite for risk.

Contract

Once we have agreed the proposition, we will proceed with our 
service subject to appropriate contract terms and conditions.

Site installation

After the contract is signed, our team will contact you to arrange 
the installation of our equipment to your site. This will be scheduled 

through our team of nationwide engineers.

Operations

Once the installation is complete, you will be ready for operation.  
Our customer service team will contact you to let you know the date 
that operations will commence and will be on-hand 24/7 should you 

have any queries, or should you want to change availability.

You will have an online portal that will allow you to view your 
statements and update your availability.

Payment and billing

Once operational, all you need to do is ensure your availability is up to 
date every week and you will then receive your customer statement 

on a monthly basis with payment required as per terms of  
the contract.
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